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Theresults of~eviousE4CAimestigationsonth8hwbt-tmmsfer
processes 0f nqtia-c00bd  turbw8 bkik35 me applied to a -5i5 of
theperf-e of a spies of sixkrbin8-prop8ll8rpcmrpunts,el3ch
hELV%Q3EkdtiStage turb- ~ti~edWfthWi3ttW-O~h?dbb.d85,S&
de&g& for
3500, 4om",
- turb--inl8t  terzlgeratCU-85 Of 2ooo", %c'o", m",
and 6clc)' R, r8SpeCtiVely. of @SEl~8f3tbhS?TSSt iSth8
case where corrtinuaueqperationatturbine-inlet~ure~of5500~
~4500ORieattainedthro~llquidcoolingofthettlrb~  blades
bycir~~wateT-t-;hroughc~lingpas~gesxi~theblad8s.
~thodsaredevelopedfcrrc~~ngth8pa~er~sses  incurred
by the cooling process, namely: th8 dir8ctheatlosstothecoollag
fluid, the pumpingpawerrequlred  to cTrculate the cookhgwat8rtbrou&
fheturb~blad~andplumbingsystam,ebndthat~oftheturbins-
COOkUlth8h-8XC~~ELeroayllami c drag loss caused by friction- a&.
IImumtuJ.u-pressur8  loss due to hegtingof the coo~&ir floWingtbroU@l
the turbine-coolant heat-eX&mger core. The relation beiXe8n OptIImm-
power pressure ratio and engine teq8rature ratio derived in this
report fs used to sstablish the proper pressure ratio for each turbine-
inlet gas temperature.
Ther8SldtS Of thewSi5 Shcrwed th&,tith~seUr8ratiOS
a~riateforthe  turbine-~ettemp~~e, fhehigh-turbine-inlet-
ten~era=ture opmation possible through liquid cooling gBve equivalent
shaft specific pow- outputs tbatincreased fron164.6 to 775 hcme-
power per pouzld per secti of compressor air flow as the turbine-inlet
%~1p81~&~8TsaSti~r8SSSdfrom2~t~~~~~~  mb31~theeamSfsan-
pera- i&BV& the ~UiVS&& Sh&ftthe 8ffiCi8IlCy  illCZ%ESed
NcLASSlFlED
from43tc 52percenta&  the equivalent shft specific fuelcon-
m@iondecreased?ron0.314to0.264pou&  perbrdcehorsepower-
hCUL'. The SpCKdfLtCWd@lt,baS~Cllthe  SeC&-leVelt&e-off hCl%8-
power,  decreaeed.from0.8084to 0.5366pouxxlperbr~kehorsepcmer
cverthesaaetarbine-inlet-wtureraage.  AIL..th8q8cific
tnxfputiaareased~st~~withthetLlrb~-bet  ta~p8rabxr8,
th8r8waslitti.oninineffiCi8nCym  sp8cificfuel COMlD@t%aati8
&turbine-Znlettamgeratureof35CX1°R. ~r8ELS8 in Speed OZ' Edti-
specific output, .but the specific weight incma
E&titUb d i3hCS-t doublea its Sea-1eVel tE&-Off VI&l8 &t 33,m feet.
Fran the r8SliLts Cf the &r&Rlysia it is concluded that:
l. Lf!helmgrovementsin~s-turbineperfommnc 8@3ined byop8r-
Sting&I&e high tazrbine-lmlettmgemtures pmmissiblewith  liquid
cooling are net vitiated by the losses incurr& by the cooling prcxeSs*
2. ~Ucill~RtiOnOf the highOpe3&ioztl  tUrbine=inlet tat-
peratures lpaa8 possible by liquid cooling dem&s an increase in cm-
pzeesorand ttlrbillg~es~~~osfromthepres~trangeof4  to 8
tO&rEUlg0f?2OIU30~40.
K
3. !Phe required turbine-coolant heat-exchanger capacity and site iv
per unit horsepower for the liquid-ccol+d turbine engine is approximately
20 pem.?ent af that of a liquid-oooled  L-Wi~Watiag  engin8 Of th8
Bame output.
4. Successful application of Ltquid cooling to the blading of
epps turbines will permit high-tgprperature  turbine blades, wheels, end
other ms exposed ta the ccmbustion process ski products to be con-
structed entiirely frcm alloy steel8 such &s 6AE tickel, chromium, '
mlybdenum, cw-nickel aId Cbroms-Illcs~bd8nUm  series.
The contemporary  combustion-6m-turbine power plant operates on
the Brayton CyC18; Slight depEWtUre8 from th8 ideetl 8f'fiCienCy  Of the
cycle are caused by Intperfectione  in the thermdynwnic  proc8sSes. At
B given preseure ratio, the specific power output is directly propor-
tional tc the turbine-inlet temperature; the ideal cycle efficiency,
however, 15 a unique f'UIlCtiOIl Of the coglpr8ssor pressure ratio (refer-
ence l), which muet be increased with the turbine-inlet temperature
to gain the mximum increase in power output and efficiency made pos-
sible by operation at elevated te~eratures. Accompanying the increases
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in@eCtiiC poW8r oUtpUtS& effiCielXCyr8SUlting~~tionat
elevated telQty&Wes, Ed their proPe5?~ aSSOCi&ted ~8SSUZ-e =tiOS,
m8 reaucticns in the specific fuel cunsumpticn,  specific weight, and
the thrust sgecificfrontalareaof  the enghe.
Atthepresents-tage of gas-lxrbinedevelmnt,  the turbine-
inlet@S0tSE#eEattl28  iSlimitedto&pproxinrt telyXX)OORbythe
n8C8SSifis  of keeping th8 coqonentsoftheengineeqposedtcthe
conibusticn process ad proaucts at termperatures low 8nough to iIlSUl?8
mechanicalreliability. Althou&1tbeallouablecrperaWagtemp8rature
IE3yb8 -8edbyair coo~,r8f8mnC8  2 idiCat88 th&tCantin-
ucuB opez%uOnat 2700°Risagpazen~theult~te that can be
obtsinedtithaircool%ng.
F~Several~~Satkreor8ti~Stu~Of~8~¶uidCool9ngof
turbinebladeS haSb88ninprOo8ssatthe ~~cl8~8~&%b~8tory
asamans of circumentingthe~terials  limltatimand therebypro-
viding practical ana continuous operation at the highest constant-
pressCr?e cO?nbustion temp8EL-b?85 possible With comercial  liquid
fuels. Themalyticalimestig43tions ofrefermces 3and4 show
that mryeffective  owlingof turbine blades can beobtainedby
circula~~ter~coolingpassages  of circ~cross section
wi-t&blade. Such cooXngwiU. permit continuous operationat
the @a te4zpGES.tLW8S (360" to ~°F)obtainablewithstoichiomst3.iC
mixtures, with the sirml~ asme  that average blade-mtalt,em-
p8ratures Kltll be kept witbin safe limits for alloy st88ls such as
8AE nickel, clnFoMiura, mlybdemrm, &mm-nickel, cdnwne-zt3olybdenwn
series, and possibly mrtain high-codluctivi~  m.tmials such as alu-
l.ld.mllIl.
Al~theaprpllce~tionofliquidcoollngto  gas turbines offers
thepossibili~of iqrovedparPm8, it incum3 additional losses
ths.tmustbesust&nedbythepOw8rplsnt. &msequen~,ax~y&udy
Ofth8hi&tl-t8lIQ?83?StU?Z8perfarnrulc 8 of the gw-turbinepuuer  plant,
WhiChaSSUZBS SUChOperati~tibe Ob&inedmughli~UidCC&ing,
must include a study of the foaawing josses:
(1) The direct heat loss to the cooling flu&d
(2) The plqxlngpoW6rrequir8atociraiL&t8the  coolant
M&hods for ccmputing these losses sze developed her8inaadSre
useato~uat8thep8rf-8 Of SiXEdtiSiZ3g8 iiqUia-COOled tibiII8-
p?0pt3xk pOWa pbd~ a8Si@Ed fOZ? CpWdiOn at CCIUbUStiOn-@S t83?.~~~05
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of 2oOO", 2500°, 3ooo", 3500°, 4WO", and 4500° R, respectively. For
8sch 8ngine, the mK&EUm=pCW8r pr8SSUr8 ratio for operation ett a flight
speed of 600 Id185 p8r hour and an tititUd8 of %,m feet (fig. 1) is
St3l8Ct8d  &I'd i5 CO?.&Ut8d from th8 Z'8~tiOn betwean COmpr8SSOr  )7L%SSUr8
ratioand engine temperatureratiodev8lopedinapp8ndixA. This
reSnge Of~855UreZdi.08  8Xt8IIdSfromU.tYtEL turbine=inlettemp8ra-
tare of 2000° Rto42ata t8mp8rature  of 4!30°R. Inord8rto sim-
plify compsrison and facilitate the calculation of performsnce at
flight conditicns  other than those for which the compr8ssor pres-
sure ratio is select8d,  it is assum8d that the compr8ssor  elem8n-t
in aXI. the engines is designed for the same rated air flow EL& oper-
ated at constant llodhamioti  speed and constant nondimension
W8i&t-flOW  -term0 2!hSS8asSUM9tioIIEl insure operationatcon-
stznt efficiency & constsnt pressure ratio for each engine ov8r the
entire range of flight conditions covered, ~IXI a sensibly constsnt
physical diameter for all of them. l3y combining the equation of con-
tinazity with the expression found herein that a8fiIWI the relaticm
between compressor pressure ratio snd 843ine t8mgeratur8  ratio, it
is easily shown that the required cross-sectional flow area of the
turbinedecrsases slc~lyas the turbine-~8t~eratureisincreased.
Physically, for CptimMl power# the ratio of the a8SigII turbine-inlet
pressures increases faster than the ratio of the design inlet tem-
peratures and the incr8ase in sp8cific ~O&JIU~ of the combustion -8
&SSOCiated with the iIIClTSaS8  in tUZ'bill8-inlet  temq?8r&Ur8  i5 mOr8
than C~8IIS&8d fat? by th8 effect Of tire&Sing turbine-inlet pr85-
me in decreasgng the Bpecific volume. Far the v-Ezk&ion of ccxn-
pressor pressure ratio with turbine-inlet temperature used in this
report, th8asEJUt@i~thEbtth8  engine diameter does notchsng8wit&
the turbine-inlet temperature therefore leads tc a conservative value
of the weight eetdm~te. In order to facilitate fluyther the prepsration
of a weight eSmt8, the EUE&W~S is based on a repres8ntativ8 axial-
flow jet-propulsion engine having a sea-level static air flew of
55 p0Ud.S pel? 58COIld. Where necesm, the data on the engine are
supplaamented  by data. t&en fYcm the catslogs of mar#xfacturers of
aircraft pow8r-plant ccmpcn8nts  a& acc8ssories. IUOrdt3Z-tOilUSUX9
uniformi~ in compsxison  of the results, the -taJ. equatim
for polytmpic processes 53'8 used in camrputing co&ressor and turbine
work because available special e;as-turbins  cycle-snalysis  methods do
not cover th8 range of cycle tx3qeratures  and pressur8 ratios used
inthisr8port.
It is assum8d that the combustion chamber is lined Hith cers&c
mzterisls that will require no cooling, snd there is ample reason tc
aaamte that ancillary heat losses can be reduced to a negligible tin-
imum. The Isis ther8fOr8 ~SSUm8S that the US8 Of Cooling eXt8ndS
I
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OIdytD th8 turbineblades. 938 l&3?@ ~8SSlE8  EELtiOS EL550CiE~tSd
with the combustion kQ&3l’&tur8S  insure that in all CBS85  most of
the thez?dL energy is erbwt8dInthe  turbin8ssAthe exhaust-
g85 t8nrperatur8isnothigh8nou6htowsma& COOling Of. th8 tail
PiP8.
For each angine,  Ca&II&tiOXIS are Imde for fiV8 fli@It speed8
increasing inlOO-mile-pm-hour incrmxmnts  from200 to 6OOmiles
per hour at each of five altitudes in a rsnge extending from 58a
leV81 to %,ooo f88t.
The results of the calculations sre presented as ggzphs of
bmke specific fueloollrsumptian,net~~~~tsha9thorsepcrwar,
engine shafttherrml8ffici8ncy, ~pecificweight,and  the variation
Of the Sp8CifiC PoWer 10558S. Ih @3Vq iIlStRIlC8  th8 Bp8CifiC per-
formance variables are b&sed on the power that the en@ne delivers
tc its propulsion elements because it is desired to evs&mte om
the effect of coolAn6onth8brsk8power  output of the engLne. The
Specific-per-1088  psmm&8rs, however, are based On th8 fu81hOrSe-
power because th8y are functions of t&m fuel horsepcwer  snd rotative
speed of the enginerather  t33anofitsnet output.
Finallythe  wmkof ther8porti~appli8d8mk~SiV83y  to con-
sideration of the turbine-propeller power plant b8C&IW8 pr8vious
performnm -es of the various ~a-turbins propulsion systesls
combined with recent improvemsents  in propeller design i&ICE&e that
it is this ccmibin8ticn whi*with the hIa pressure r8tios required
for high-temper&We  operation, will give the best over-&Ill. per-
fOI7D&UC8 iII the Sped  r&IIgEJS  ConSiaWZd.
The followin sy&ols ti abbreviations me used. in the repcrdi:
C dimensionless coefficient in heat-tmnsfer equation
cP specific heat at constant pressure, Btu per pound per ok
D charact8ristic lzLnear dimension of engine, feet
d internSldiam8ter  ofeI@n8sh8~casting,inch8s
f specific fu81 consumption, pounds per brake horsepmer-hour
G engine 8iX -5 Velocity,  pound5  PeXr  SeCOti pm SqUEE8  foot
of cross-sectional sxeaof flow
6g
H
h
J
K
k
L
M
N
n
P
P
Q
R
r
a
T
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acceleration due to gravity, 32.2 feet per second per second
enthalpy, Btu per pouud
herrt&ansfer cxmfficiant, Btu per hour per square foot per OF
specific power9 horS8poW8r per pound of fluid
exhaust-nozzle coefficient
thermal conductivity &' ccmbustion  gas, Btu per hour per
foot per Op
length of engine shell, irzch85
weight flow of fluid, pounds per second
rotaticnal  speed, rpm
polytropic exponent
total pressure, pounds per square foot
static pressure, pounde per square foot
turbine hetat-rejeotion rate to coolant, Btu per hour
g8s constant, foot-pounds per pound per %I
rrrdiallengthfrommtationaxisto extremityaP  cooling
pSSEtg8,  feet
heat-tranefer area per turbins Stage, square feet
totaltmnperature,  OR
Tcorrcorrected  total temperature, oR
t static lampmlture, 42
V v8looity, feet per 58Cond
W Installed weight of power plant, pouads
W weightofenginec -*, PO-
XACARMNo. Fv8ElO 7
x
X
z
a
Y
n
6
rl
CL
P
CT
Jr
n
f/a
hp
Ins~llea weight of eknghe, pounda
linear distance, feet
number dturblne stages
oonstant factor in erpaaent
ratio of specifio heats
laoresrent
thictiees  of eqtivalent eteel engine ehell, inches
efficiemy
viscosity of cumbustion gee, pounds per second per square foot
density, slugs per cubic foot for fluids or pounds per cwbic .
foot for metals
altftuhe daneity ratfo, (p/p,)
*rimeter, feet
mgul8r velooity, radian8 per second
fuel-air ratio, pounder of fuel per pod of air
pawer, horsepuwer
Subscripts:
A altitude
8 air
b blade
0 ooolantpasaage
C cxmpreseor
car corrected
8 engine shell
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0
P
P
r
S
SL
6
t
U
X
Y
z
0
1
friotion due to reeistance  to fluid flow In blade oooUng passage
fuel
turbine-coolant heat exchanger
metal-to-coolant inside blade cooling paesage
liquid cooled
ooolant
meohanical
gae-to-blade.on outside of blade
propeller
coolantpumpiqorcoolantpump
propeller reduction gear
shaft (ueedvith q to denote &aft thermal efficiency)
888 level
steel
turbine
Uncooled
point on turbine expansion-path length
baee values
1
gene3331 values
free 8t?XWll
compressor  inlet or front face of turbine-ooolant heat-
exchanger core
f?
.
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? 2 oompressor outlet
2, h dounatream or outlet face of turbine-coolant heat-exchanger
core
3 turbine Inlet
3, h turbine-coolant heat-exchanger duct outlet
4 turbine outlet
5 e&auat-nozzle  outlet
6 point onrotationaxis of turbine
7 extremity of coolTng passage
net used with hp to denote net equivalent shaft horseparer of power plant
The location at' the stations is shown in figures 2 and 5.
The analysis of the performance aP a water-cooled turbfae-propeller
engine assumes an engine haa eseentially the c-e&s and arrange-
mentahowninfigure2. Except for the provision for handUz16 the
coollngfluid, the vent follows uonventional practice; the tern-
per&we-entropy and the pressure-volume diagrams for the cycle are shown
in figure 3. Coollng water enters the turbine wheel from the turbine
shaftandis  oirculstsdthroughu-Sha~dpELseages  ineachblade of the
turbine. The water ie returned through the turbine shaft to a ducted
turbine-coolant heat exchanger, which is exposed in the air stream,
and after aooling is recirculated through the systean.
The perPor5anoe analysis will be developed in the following
order:
(1) Derivation of the equations for over-all power-plant per-
formanoe
(2) Formulation  of the equations for power losses due to liquid
c-ling
(3) Calculation of the installed. weight of the power plant
(4) Diaouasion of the cycle temperatures and preesures
10 NACA RM No. IBE
Over-8l.l Power-Plant Performance
Net propulsive horsepower of power plant. - The net equf-ent
ah8ft horsepower delivered by the liquid-cooled turbine-propeller power
plant to its propulsion elements is defined as the difference between
the power developed in the turbine and the jet, 8nd the sum of the
power absorbed by the compressor, lost to the cooling fluid, used to
circulate the cooling fluid through the turbine Wading and pltibfng
system, and that lost to theaerodynamic  drag of the turbine-coolant
heat-exchanger core. Auxiliary drag increments induced by the turbine-
coolant heat-exchanger inatall8tion are neglected.
alent shaft horsepower is
If the net equiv-
hpnet
A.
Y
hpnet = hpt - hp0 - hp2 - hpp + hpJ - hph (1)
The BLZID of the f iret four terms on the right-hand aide of equa-
tion (1) represents the shaft horsepower delivered by the engine to
the propeller. The two terms hp2 and hp
WJ
8re the power lost to
the coowfluidbyheat conductionthro the turbine bladesand
the power ew in the coolant circulating  process, respectively.
The tam hph repreSeti8 th8t psrt of the aerodynamic  drag of the
turbine-m&ant he8t-exchanger inat8llatian due to friction 8nd mcxuentum
pressure losses arising frmu heating of the cooling air in the heat-
exch8nger core. Ingeneral,  the calculations show-that8 netthruat
is obtained Pm the turbine-coolant heat-exchanger core In the apeed
-es of primary interest, but became the drag effeot af the heat-
exoh8nger duet is neglected, the thrust or dmg egfeot of the turbine-
coolant heat-exuhanger core is treated in the eeotion CXP the report
dealing with loaeea.
Calculation of the power developed in the turbine presupposes a
polytropio exp8naionprooess uaiugapolytropio exponent calculated
from an average value of the ratio of specific heats of the combustion
gas on the bssis of 8n assumed adiabatic stage efficiency. The value
af the specific-heat ratio is arbitrarily selected so that the oom-
binstion of values for the apeoifio-he8t  ratio 8nd the polytropio
exponent give turbine-work values that are in close agreement  with
those obtained from conatsnt-volume  alinement-chart calculatiom.
By tri81-d-error  methods the neceaeary value of rt was found to
be 1.22. On this basis the power developed in the turbine is
hp$=+& $&+$) (21
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T h e  chm8cteristio  g8s conatad Rt in equation (2) is evalu-
ated at the arithmetic mean& the turbine-inlet and idealturbine-
exhaust gas total temperatures by the methods and data of raference 5,
It is admitted that the methoda used to calculate the turbine
power 'do not precisely represent the ccrmplicated thermodynamic prooess
that oocura in the liquid-cooled turbine. The methoda used in this
report 8re auffioientlyacourate, how-ever, for engineering calculations,
because their end result agrees with that of an accurate stage-by-stage
caloulation within 5 percent.
Similar oonsiderationa  govern the calculation af the power absorbed
by the compressor except that the polytropic eqonent is calculated
from average values of the ratio c&' specific heats for the o~eaion
prooess frcKn the data of reference 6. The compressor power is
hpo = *8550 (3)
After the gases leave the last stage of the turbine, they are
expamied through the e&at&i nozzle with an exit velocity
5 &2y!g!y [lg!q (4)
The ratio of specific heats for the turbine expansion prooeee may be
used here because the exhaust-nozzle pressure ratios used inthie
report 8re so low that oaloulationa  show that no error results. The
thrust horaepwer of the jet is
hpj = 17,700qp
Y8 [(l+$)vj - vq (51
Bythe postulatianthatthe  compressor ismat -t8nt
noMimenaionalspeed,the  ocmpreesor-airweight  flow Ma is sfunc-
tion of the state of the air at the vsaor inlet and will vary
with the flight speed aad altitude of the 8irplans.  E N is the
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design speed at which the campreesor delivers its rated sea-level
peti03iYI18nCep  reference 7 ahaKe that if for 811 other inlet COZIditiQIIB
it is run at a oonatant nondimnaional speed
its nom%mnaionalweightflow
is oonatant for all inlet oonditiona. Evaluation of the nondAmensicma1
weight-flow parameter for the design conditions at which the oompreeaor
delivera its desQn flow permits caloulation of the weight flow 8% other
compressor-inlet conditiona.
Caloulation of the power outputs and power losses is baaed on
data for a representative jet-propulsion &gine, supplemented by
ircfomtation  gathered fmm the Catalogs of the mmufacturers of air
craft power-plant ccmponente and accessories. In this instance,
speoifio relations are probably of greater si@ficanue than absolute
magnftudes,  and the results are presented in the form of the followInS
specific perfomance paramel5ere.
Specific power output. - The specific parer output is defined as
Speoifio fuel consumption. - The specific fuel omaumption f Is
the ssmeaatthatueedinrat~reciprocat~  enginee,nmelypomda  of
fuel per brake horsepower-hour.
.
r
Speclflc weight. - The specifiowwtght is defined 8s
W
hPnet
I.3
?
2
co
r”
Power-plant brake thenrsl effioiency. - The brake thermal effi-
ciency of the power plant is defined as
ppnet
hpf
Specificheat loss. - The specific heat lose is defined 88
hp 2
q
*
Specificpumpingpowe r. -The specific pumpingpower defined
aa .
Power Lasses
Direct heat loss to coolant. - For&turbine blade with cooling
passages extending almost the entire length of the bLade, reference 3
shows th8t the difference between the combustion-g88 tem~ture 8nd
the 8ver8ge blade temperature is approximately
T
g - Tb
= C (Tg - T2) (61
Here Tg, Tb, Tt are the values of the free-stream totalt~per8-
ture of the combustion &as, the &v-e blade-metal taqerature,  8nd
the avenge temperature of the coolant flowing In the blade p8saage,
respectively. The factor C is a nondimensional conatsnt whose value
depends on the liquid-to-metal 8nd the g8s-to-metal heat-transfer  coef-
ficients, and the right-section perImetera of the ooolant pasa8ge and
turbine blade.
Equation (6) gives the temperature difference between g8a stream
and turbine blade at any point along the expansion path through a
multistage turbine, but as the g8s expands through the turbine both
temperature 8nd pressure decresee. Accurate determin8tion of the heat
loss therefore requires -ledge of the variation of gas temperature
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with turbine expmaion-path  length. A preoiee usloulation of the
heat lose requires a step-by-step  rotor-to-et&or oaloulation through
the turbine beoauae of the dleoontinuous  variation in temperature dif-
ferencre omssioned  by the abrupt changes in relative gas velocity
between turbine blades and nozzle blades. Although the prooese is
not diffiotit, It is a tadloua ona; the method presented herein petite
a rapid omrputation of the heat loee, yet givee reaulta that vary no
name than 5 peroent frcxu those of the more preoiee method.
I4mh stage of the turbine aonaiete of a row of rotor blades snb
a row of at&or blades. The cwoaa aeotiona of stator  and rotor blades
we uauR1.LQsimilarand  foranalytioal  purpoaeetheywillbeaaeumed
to be the aame; whereupon it follows that the length of the expansion
path per stage 1s approximately equal to the perimeter of one blade.
Unptiliahed data indicate that turbine-stage  pressure ratios of
5 are possible without eerioua loaeee in efficlenoy, a value that will
not be exceeded in the work of this report.
ratio of the turbine fe P3/P4
The over-all pressure
ti therefore the minimum number of
stages requtred 16 P
-lo p
ZI 4log 5
10
In general, 2 as determined by equation (7) will be au irrational
number; moreover, conaiderationa  of design and perfomance will exert
additional lnfluenue on,the finsl choioe of the number of stages and
the division of power among them. In approximting the heat loss,
however, two stages are asamml  for the over-all pressure-ratio range
O<P3/p4
<16, three atsgea are assumed in the range 16<P3/P4< 50,
2
and the turbine-&age pressure ratio is taken aa
If-
P3/P4’
At any point x along the expansion path through the turbine,
the temperature ofthe oombuatimgaa  is
nt-l
P-
T XPt
8 -T3 50
(8)
.
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Both the over-all preseure ratio and the stage pressure ratio for
the turbine are bwn; hence, by taking values of Px at the junctkm
of adjacent etagee, a graph of gas tqerature plotted against turbtie
expansion-path length may be oondruated. The approximate mrve thu
obtained, together with the actual otnyve for a eix-atage turbine, are
shown in figure 4. The approximating curve ie exponential in form
and can be deeoribed by an emplrioal  equation of the form
Knowledge of the preaaure ~IXI temperature at any polnt on the ourve
makes possible the evaluation of a~. Substitution of the equivalent
of T In equation (6) gives for the temperature difference at any
poInt%roughtheturbine
T
2
At any point along the turbine, the heat lees to the coolant
il3
where Stib is the total heat-transfer area per unit length of
turbine expandon-path length, and ho is the gas-to-blade heat-
transfer coefficient, mom reference 3 it can be shown that
-+-
l+Tg
(121
where ho eland hi are the gas-to-blade and metal-to-coolant heat-
transfer ooefficiente, respectively, whioh are ccmrputed from the
methods and data of referenoe 8, and $ C and w, are the right-
- section perimeters of the aooling passage Audi of the turbine blade,
respectively. For a fixed gae flow ~IXI turbine-inlet gas temperature,
the right-hand member of equation (12) changes only slightly and C
. maybe evaluatedattheturbine  inletandconeidered  constant for a
given eet of operating c&ftiow.
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The baslo value of the heat-transfer coefficient  ho is obtained
f&m data given in reference 4. In referenoe  8 (p. 221, fig. Ill),
from which the data for the oalculation of ho are taken, it is shown
that in the range of gas-flow Reynolds nmbers used in turbine cooling,
the relation between ho, IL,, G, and k is accurately given by
h,aok ;0
0.8
(13)
Knowledge of ho at one set of turbine-inlet and weight-flow eon-
ditions permits its computation at any other set of cotiitions by
ratio and proportion. For a given engine-air weight flow and turbine-
inlet temperature, ho also varies only slightly through the turbine
and neglect- variation along the flow path in ho and C, the heat
loss from the turbine to its coolant isgIven by the integra.l  of equa-
tion (11) over the length of the turbine expansion path and is
hpt = 778Q 778
1.98 x lo6
e
1.98 x lo6
778 *bSC
1.98 x lo6
e (14)
Coolant-pmplng  power loss. - Rxperiments  by F&tinger (refer-
ence 9) on the resistance to fluid flow in U-shaped channels rotating
at high angular velocities show that in many instances the resistance
to suoh flow may be several hundred times that computed by conventional
fluid-flow formulas and methods. No rigorous treatment of this phe-
nmenon has yet been developed and the power required to pump the
coolant through the rotating bl.a?ie passage will be approximated 'from
energy considerations by treating the blade passage as a hydraulic
Rump with an efficiency of ?J
P0
c
.
c
A sketch of the oooling system is shown in figure 5. The ooolant
enters the blade at its base in the rim of the wheel, travels around
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the passage in the direction indicated by the arrows, and returns
to the wheel. The coolant enters the wheel at the axis of rotation
and is therefore, in effect, pumped from the center of the wheel
(station 6) to the extremity of the blade passage. At the axis of
the wheel the translational velooity of the fluid in the passage
due to rotation of the wheel V6 is equal to zero. At the outer
extremity of the cooling passage, this velocity is V7, which is
equal to fir, (where fi is the angular velocity of rotation of the
wheel and r7 the radial length from the axis of the wheel to the
extremity of the blade passage), If Mz is the rate of flow of
the coolant through the wheel, the power required to pump the oool-
ant from the axis of rotation to the extmmity of the passage is
J
6-7
If there were no losses, the system would be a conservative one
aad the power that would be returned to the wheel by the fluid in
flowing frcxnthe extremity of the passage to the rotation axis would
be givenby equation (15). Losses, however, render the system iqer-
feot and, if the pmping process is assmed to be carried out with
an efficiemy  of q
P'
the power available at the ertremity of the
coolantpassageis
? J Mtp 6-7 * ?p 55og
The power returned to the wheel in the return-flow process is
J 2,
7-6 * ‘p 6-7 = ‘p 55og
and the net pumping power is
07)
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Id
J6-7 - J7-6 = -L550g SIr,V7 -0r6V6 08)
To this power must be added hpF, thepowerrequiredto overccauethe
fluid fkiotional  resistanoe  in the molant passages of the stator
blades. Methods for the oalculation of this fluid-friotion puwer loss
oan be fouIld in refermoe 10. Thepuurpingpoverrequiredto  oiroulate
the ooolant through the heat-exohanger oore is oomputed from infomation
fromthe EarrisonRadiator  Corporation, andthe pumping power expended
In the heat-exchanger plumbing is arbitrarily taken as one-half the
heat-exohanger pumping power. As computed, these losses sxe negligible,
and assessing their sum at 1 peroent of.the turbine pumping power is
more than suffioient. The total pumping power is then
6-7 7-6 + hp (19)
fnestimatingthe ooolant ptmpingpmer fortheturbine, oon-
sideration has been limited to the blade cooling passage proper. In
praotioe, the rotor will probably be hollow with the uooling water
*
oooupylng the uhsmber thus formed ad passing from it to the blade
passage. Any friction loss in suuh a chamber would be that between
oontiguous elements of fluid anU would be very small; this loss is therefore c
negleoteL
Turbine-ooolant  heat-ex&anger-core drag loss. - Turbine-ooolant
heat-exohanger-core drag estimates are based on the premise that the
heat exohanger is well ducted and equipped with a variable-area exit
that maintalna a constant coolant-exit temperature by varying the
weight flow of oooling air through the heat exchanger. Thfstype
of heat-exchanger Installation gives the minimum pressure drop across
the heat-exchanger core enb therefore the least core drag or mxi-
mum core thrust under all operational conditions. A pressurized
system is assumed, calculations  are based on coolant entering the
heat exchanger at a temperature of 250° F, and a heat-exchanger-core
area sufficient to provide adequate oooling for sea-level operation
at a flight speed of 200 miles per hour is eel-ted.
A sketoh of the heat-exchanger elemnt of the oooling system
is shown in figure 5. Air at station 0 in the free stream of the
atmosphere is diffused in the intake dtmt as static pressure at the
faoe of the heat-exchanger core; perfect recovery of the dynamic
pressure of the free stream is seemed. It can be assumed with
negligible error that the heat-rejection rate of the coolant to the
turbine-ooolaut  heat exchanger equals that of the engins to the
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coolant and the required turbine-ooolant heat-exchanger air flow and
associated heat-exchanger-m pressure drop msy be read off perform-
anoe charts of Beat-exchanger blook tests (infomtion frcm @urison
Radiator Corp.).
The prmess tithe exit se&ion of the turbine-coolant heat-
exchanger duet is treated in the same way as the process in the
engine exhaust nozzle and use of equations (4) ard (5), with appro-
priate values for y and T (reference 6), aad f/a set equal
to 0, gives the exit velocity of the oooling air from the turbine-
ooolant heat exchanger and Its thrust or drag horsepower.
Engine-Weight Analysis
In order to obta& a substantially correct value of the installed
weight of the liquid-cooled turbine-propeller engine, the weight esti-
mate is based on a representative production axial-flow jet-propulsion
engine a& a oomposite selection of physfoal dimensions an3 air-capacity
data on several similar engines that have attained operational success.
The size and oapacity of starters, pumps, azlaauxiliaries inthistype
of power plant sre primarily functions of engine siee rather than
engine output and any increase in the dfameter of the liquid-cooled
engine over that of the uncooled engine is assumed to be negligible.
Consequently, the principal contributions to increased weight in the
uooled engine will arise from the following causes:
(a) Increase in thiolmsss of engine shell to withstand -eased
pressures because the optfmum-power  pressure ratios used
in the liquid-cooled engine are higher than ourrent values
(b) Addition of turbine-coolant heat-exchanger plmbing a& coolant
(c) Addition of coolant pm
(d) Increase in number of compressor M turbine stages to
acxmmodate increased pressure ratios
(e) Addition of propellers because representative engines
furnishing data for the eLnalysis are jet-propulsion engines
(f) Addition of propeller reduction gear
(g) Inorease in compressor weight because rear half of ocmpressor
must be made of steel to withstand hfgh air temperatures
assooiated with opthum-power pressure ratios
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Increase in engine-shell weight. - The increased weight of the
engine shell will be taken as equivalent to the weight of a cast
steel shell whose intsrnal diameter is that of the representatiire
machine, and of a thickness 8 such that the difference in maxi-
mum pressure between the liquid-cooled engine a.& the uucooled
engine will develop a hoop stress of 40,000 pouuds per square inch
in the material of the steel shell. If d denotes the internal
diameter of the aluminum shell of the representative engine, and
8 the thickness  of the steU. shell in inches
The length L of the equivalent steel shell is assumed to be equal
to the length of the alminum shell for a representative jet engine
and its weight is
"PsL
we = 4 x 1728 28 (2d + 28)
Weight of turbine-coolant heat exchanger and coolmt. - The
weight of the turbine-coolant heat exchanger and its attended cool-
ant is assessed at 20.9 pounds per oubic foot, which is the weight
of a suitable production-prototype al&mm heat-exohanger design.
The value allowed for the plumbiqg smi its attendant coolant is one-
quarter of the turbine-coolant heat exohanger a its attendant
coolant weight.
Increasein weight of turbine. - It is assumed that the turbine
stages added to accommodate the increased pressure ratio are the
ssme as those of the representative turbine used as a basis for the
analysis. The weight of a complete turbine stage consisting of rotor
disk, blades, and noeele diaphragm is taken as 204 pounds.
Weight of coolant pmp. - The weight of a commercial gear-type
water pump having the required capacity varies frcm 15 to 30 pounds
and is arbitrarily assessed at 30 polmds.
Weight of compressor. - The increased ccmpressor  pressure ratio
requires an increase in the number of compressor stages and conse-
quently au increase in the weight of the ccxnImessor. Component-weight
data on several successful representative jet engines having aluminum-
alloy compressors indicates that the ratio of compressor weight to
turbine weight rauges from 1.6 to 2.4; an average value of 2 is
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chosen for this analysis. In the cases under consideration, the
temperature of the air in the latter stages of ccmpression is above
the level where aluminum alloys are suitable; the rear half of the
compressor will therefore be assumed to be made of steel and, con-
sequently, the initial compressor-turbine weight ratio must be multi-
plied by one-half the ratio of the densities of steel and aluminum
to get a corrected value of 2.8.
Weight of reduction gear. - Propeller reduction-gear units hav-
ing efficienoiee  of 95 percent at a reductionratio of 1O:l can be
currently built at a specifio weight of 0.05 pound per transmitted
horsepower (reference II). This value is used in forming the weight
estimate.
Weight of propeller. - A survey of the available data on uncooled
turbine-propeller engines shows that the ratio of propeller weight to
shaft horsepower varies Fran 0.437 to 0.188. A value of 0,302 will
be used in forming the weight estimates.
Cycle Temperatures and Pressures
The combustion-gas  turbine operates on the Brayton cyole. A
sketch of the engine with the stations numbered at which the impor-
tant events of the cyole occur is shown in figure 2, d in fig-
ure 3 are shown the pressure-volume and temperature-entropy diagrsms
for one cycle of operation. C-salon begins in the atmosphere
at some point 0 and it is asswned that the sir obeys the
Bernoulli equation for compressible flow of gases. It can be assumed
with but negligible error that full recovery of the free-stream
dynamic pressure as static pressure is effected in the intake ducts
of the ccmpregsor a&l heat exchanger (reference 12) and the pres-
sure at the face of the heat-exchanger oore and ccmpressor intake
is represented as follows:
YO
( l+
Y -1
P 0
- 1 vo2 Yo
1 = P0 2 I )yo~oTo
(211
The temperature of the diffused air is
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T -t + iy. - lPo21 0 2B"/oR 0
The design oomgressor pressme ratio for optlmum power is
‘I
;.0.9*9 (nnrbnyo~)2~n~ -l) (23)
whlohisdarimd lna~andixA,snd the ImperatUreof theairat
the cmqpressar  outlet Is
P - 1
a
c ).
p2
n0
T2 = T1 p1
(24)
Thefuel&ratio f/a for the specified turbIne-lnletteqm?-
ature ts obtaIned fram the charts of reference 13. Perfect combustion
mybeassumsdbecauseofehehigh  precmbustion tenqmratureardpres-
sure of the air, but a 2-percent  pressure loss is assumsd to occur
betweencmpressar outleta& turbine inlet;hmce
p3 P 0.98 P2 (W
baby-ou~tpreseureieheldtoeLconsCantvalueof
0.90 PI. This value is less f&an ambient pressure at some of the
lowerfll#.rbspseds and inthese cases the turbinelsallomdto
sxhausttoadbientpressurewithnsgl.i&ble  sdt velocitSand jet
thrust. Whenknowledge of itsvaluels required, the gitteqp~-
ture of the combustion gases from the turbine Is obtained by com-
putingits sntIW.pyfromthsrelation
=4 - H1 + AHc +A.Ef - AHt
(26)
where mc aId mf aretheenthalpy1.nar6ases In the csoqpression
ad oonibusti~ processesl respectively (references 6 ad 13) and
.
-l-l
s
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q is the ent&lpydropinthe eqxux3ion~ss t&ou@~the-turbine.
~e~~eratureistPlenobta~~theconibust;ion-airtemperature-
ent&slpychx&e  ofreferenceI.4.
The appl9cation of the foregoing methods is illueted by a
sample calculation $n appetiix B.
Over-sXLPower-PlantPerformance
Speoific power output. - The mriaticm of the specific power
out;putofthe~ter-cooled~bine-propeller~~p~~th~bine-
Inl.ette~era~iss~infi@2ure6. It is iaanedfately apparent
that the high specific power out-gut made posstI11e by high-temperature
operation is not rendered uns.vaZLeLble by the losses incufied in the
cooling pmaess~ At the design speedandaltitude (6COmph and 35,OOOft,
respectively), the speoific pow= output increases almost linesrly
f'rm184.6 horsepower per pound of compressor air flow per seco& at
a turbine-inlet @XI te?qmixre of 2000' R to 506.0 horsepower pexr
c poundof coxpressorsirflowper  secondataturbine-inletteqpereture
of 3500°R. Ata giventurbine-inlet gas temperature, anincrease in
efficiency and specific power output accompasies an increase in either
theflQ#rbspeed  or thealtitude. This effect is caused by sn -ease
in-the engineafrflowas the speedincreasesandthedecrease  incom-
pressor work associated with reduction in a&lent temperature as the
alixttude fs increased.
In the interests of gewty, the results have been given on
the basis of equivalent shaft horsepow= per pouxxd of compressor air
flow, but the calculations show that a turbine-propeller engine,
2l inches in diem&~, deal@ for a sea-level static air flow of
55 pounds per second, could develop 24,850 net equivalent shsft horse-
power for we-off without appreciable increase in diameter if oper-
ated at 8 turbine-TrLLet temperature of 3500° R and a compressor pres-
sure ratio of 27.64.
With a given compressor gas-turbine power plant, the reduction
in air flow with altitude causes a decrease in the power available
as the flight altitude is increased. The calculated variation of
power titb altitude for the water-cooled turbine-propeller power
plsntisshowninfigure7. It is eeentbatapproximately  36 per-
cent of the rated sea-level power is available at the design altitude.
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Over-al.3 efficiency. - The Ideal. eff%ciency of the coqpressor
gas-turbine cyole is an exponential function of only the oonzpreesor
pressure ratio (reference 1). The optimum-powmpressureratios
associatkltiththe  turbine-inlet~e teqexraturesused  inthis
anCfysis are in the mnge where the effici=y rises very slowly
withincreasI.ng~ssurezx&io,  and~tiapr~for thisreason
that the efficiency curves have the sensibly cons-&& chsracter
exhibited in figure 8. The curves slmr that with appropdata  pres-
sureratios, turbine+Lnletgas temgeratures  cxf 3OO@to 3!500°Rtill.
give ovxw-&lJ. equivalentshft effickncxLes  of 46 to 48 percent.
The dhmrrtLnui~ in the curves at 8 temprature of 2!XO" Is caumd
by the increase in the cooling-power loss, which ~EI a result of the
ahangefromatwo-stage  toatln?es-stage  turbineatthatpoint.
The efficiency curves of Figure 8 shuwthatthe Iow-tqperature
csglxtes attaIneffi.clencies  thatagpmachthoseobtained inthehigb-
t8llQCXt’EL-h.8 ea@;LneS.  This faCti 18 w due to the incffease in
theratioof the cooling-pow~~loss to the turbine poweras the-turbine-
inlet tempexrature  is increased, & the increase in heat loss caused
by the changef?omatwo-stage  turbine inthe low-temperatureengines
ima three-stage turbine inthehigh-tes~e~~~-ture engines. Acan-
trihuthgcauselles inthefactthattheuse  of constantpolytzopic
eqqnents inthe evaluationof  the colllpressorebndturbineworkcon-
fera hi&mr avawdl componenteffioiencies onthelow-pressure-3xtio
engines than those thwt result In the highew-pressure-r&lo  engines.
lbepressureratio  is Jnoreasedwiththeturbine-lnletwlxre;
hence the engine efficiencyWor~sosae thepressureratio isdecreased
tith an effect on the ovsr-all efficiency  t&t is msre favorable than
ti&t be expeated.
331 makIng the parform8nce calculations, it baa been assumed that
in each engine there is no change in the turbTne or compressor pres-
sureratio over-the entlrerangeof  operating conditions fox.whioh
calculations are made0 Atagiventurbine-inletteqperature, the
turbinepow=perurZtof coqress~airflowis therefore sensibly
constantbutthed earease In ambient tieqaature tith altitude results
inadecrease incoqressorworkti outletair teqeraturesndan
increase inboththe combust~ontemperaturerisetothe  giventurbine-
Inlet temperature and the fuel-air ratio necessary to attain it. In
sddition, a.t a given speed, the specific heat loss to the cool3ng
fluid increases with altitude, These last effkts balance the decrease
incompress~workwit.halt~tude  so thatata constantflightspeed
there is little gz3.intithermsJ.efflci~ywithaltitude  inthewater-
cooledt~bine-propellerengIne.
Atagivenaltitude,theramteqeratureof  eheairetiing
the campressar  inareaseewiththe flightspeed;henoethe  compressor
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work and outlet air temperature increase with the flight spesd but
the combustion temperature rise and fuel-air ratio for a given turbine-
inlet temperature decrease as does the specific heat loss to the
turbine coolant. The last three effects outweigh the increase in
compressor work and at a given altitude there is an increase in thermal
efficiency with flight speed.
It should be realized, however, that the theoretical gains in
* efficiency accompanin@l an increase in pressure ratio cannot be real-
ized without simultaneously increasing the turbine-inlet temperature.
Ln general, the polybropic exponent for the compression process is
greater than that for the e-ion process; therefore at a constant
turbine-inlet tem-perature,  the compressor work will increase faster
than the turbine work as the oompressor pressure ratio is increased.
The net specific power output will be diminished and because there
till be no appreciable change in the fuel horsepower the efficiency
will be lowered. Conversely, an increase in the turbins-inlet tem-
perature without a corresponding incrsase in the pressure ratio will
yield an increase in the specific power output, but c&y at the cost
of a lowered. efficienoy because the e&au& gases must be rejeoted
to the air stream at a higher temperature.
It should therefore be mphasized that the ccaapressor pressure
mtio must be increaeedwiththe turbine-inletteratureto  gain
the maximmn benefits made possible by liquid cooling of the turbine.
Brake specific fuel cons~tion. - The preceding discussion af
efficiency applies directly to the brake specific fuel consmnption,
because one is but the reoiprocal of the other multiplied by a con-
stant conversion factor. This fact is illustrated. in the curves af
b&e specificfuej.consumption in figure 9. At appropriate pressure
ratios, the high-temperature operation made possible by liquid cbol-
ing will give brake specific fuel consumptions  of 0.283 to 0.260 pound
per brake horsepowe+hour at the turbine-inlet temperaturea  capable
of attainment. Again the discontinuity in the curves at a turbine-
inlettemRerature  of 25OOORis causedbythe changefroma two-stage
to a three-stage turbine at this turbine-inlet gas temperature.
8pecific weight. - The specific-weight characteristios of the
water-cooled turbine-prol;eller  power plant are shown in figure 10.
At a flight speed cxf 200 miles per hour at sea level, the caloulations
indicate an installed specific weight of 0.596 pound per equivalent
shaft horse-power for a power plant desigued to operate at a turbine-
inlet temperature of 35CO"R.
At a given turbine-inlet gas temperature and compressor pres-
sure ratio, the Rower developed by the gas turbine is directly
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propc&i~tQ~ amount of &r ha&led in unit tTmet which is in
-hxtm a function of the flight speed and altitude. The over-aU. ef-
fect is a decrease in air weight flow with altgtude, a consequent
reductiopl ia pawer# and an tncrease in apeciflc weight. At the
design speed of 600 miles per hour atan altitude of 35,ooO feet,
the sea-level specificweIght  value of 0.596 pound per brake horse-
power for the mgLne deslgmd ti operate at a tmbine-inlet teqera-
ture of 3500°Rbas~stdoubled its sm+level take-offvalue.
At a gtven altitude, a mrked decrease in specific weight attends
an In&ease in airSpeed
tkroughtheea-igb3wlth
because of the increase inairweightflow
flight speed.
Power Losses ,
spec3fc3 htxbt loss to -hnMne coolant. -ThelargestsAn&epower
loss titmduced by the cooling process in the liqtid-cooled turbine is
the directhe&l&s to the turbine coolant. The character of thzLf3
loss Is shown In f1gLK-e Il. The cxtJ.culations show that the direct
heat loss ta the coolAng fltid of the enghe with a turldne-inlet
txmprratureof  35Q0°Ramuuts t0 8.6 percent-of tfiefuelhorsepowen.
whenopmatedata~fU&tspeedof  6OOmilef3pemhouratanaltitude
of 35,000 feet.
Al- au the heat lost 3x3 the COOlIng fluza is cons~dared
unusable because no effcwt is made to recover ft, actually met of
IihisheatwouXdbelostifno coolkngm employedbecausethe  gases
leavln@l~eeailpfpewouldbeatahi~~~+ureandtheSrthermal
potentialwouldbeb~cmdrecoveryo When considamd in th5s light, the
actualpc~e~losttothecoolingfluldis
particular caselmder consideration,  the (
%,U - q s,& )$  l F o r  the
amuntthatcanactuallybe
said to be lost as a result of the cooling process is 28.5 percent
of the Cal-ted loss or 2.5 percent of the fuelhorsepmer. All
the power losses are expressed 3x1 terms of the fuel horsepower, but
interms of the~horsepawerthevalues~ea32proximatelydouble
those shown on the powecr-loss  curves0
Ata #venturbine-mef@s  Ixqperrature,  the hat loss to the
coolsst~esTOith.e~t-trransfercoeff~ci~,  whichirttum,
varteswiththe  0.8powerof  theengine air flow. under the same
conditions, the enginepow~andthefuel-conmqp tion reLte are in
directproporklonto  She englneaizfl~hence, the specLffc-heat
loss decreases slightlyas the engfneairflow~powerare Mcreaaed.
AspreviouslyexplaZned,thediscontimxLtyi.nthe  cumea ata turbine-
frikttaupamture of.2500°Ris causedbythe change froma Wo-stage
toa three-stageturbineatthis turbine-inlettmgemture.
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The coolant circulation rate (6.42 lb/m) used in cslculating
the heat loss gives a maxlmvn averageblade-metaltmugmtureof  .
am-f=
(r&3rence4.T
860° F at a turbine-inlet gss temgerature of 2000° R
~sblade~erature~eases~1085ORae~e'
turbine-imlettqpmature  is increased to 35000R. Vnfortumtely,
the c~teristics oftheavailableliquidcoolantsmake itdif-
f3cult to decrease the heat loss by operating the turbine blades
at the highest metd. tarqeratis permissible, that is# in the
nei@orhoodof2CO0°R. At the elevated coolanttemperaturesrequired
byhi~av~blade~~~s,or~ccoolingagentasuchas
ethylene glycoldeomg~~sesndyLeld  solidproductsthatwouldplug
thecoollng~sages~blockow~totheb~es.  Withwateras
the coolant, the pl~~~'heeLt-e~~eq~~tneces~f~
high-preseurea~ca~on~re~tfna~gean8~arrangement
of considerable weight azld doubtful efficiency. Inamnuch as opm~.~
thebladesatthe mmImmallowablemetaltenqmraturecan~sethg
netoutputbyonly4percent, the safetymarginaffmdedbythelower
blade-metaltemp~tme  outweighs the slight loss inavaJlablepowero
l Smmral plgctical advautages sxe to be &.ned by operatdng at
the low average blade temperatures possible with a  coolant flow
3nexcessofthatrequdredforthemaxImm averagebladetemgmra-Izme
permissible. !5erequirmentsfcrrgoodaerodym&c efficiency of
the turbineblade dictates small-diameter coolingpe~ssageswIthdn
thcqhence, inmctice, comectdisizibutionof  coolsntflowmight
prove difficulttomadntaininafinelydesigned  system. Aooolant
flm in exces8 a0 the mtni&m~ requ3mwuentinsuresthateachofthe
blades onthe~binewi31alwagsreceiveatleastthe~require-
lm3nt for adequate cooling. ThelmaveragebladetemgeratureobtaLned
inaures~tthee~emftiesof~~biaebJadewillnotreadh~-
peratureshighenoughtc  causedsmqe. Allthe critUslcompom&s
afh~-~ea9ture~s-~binepc~~errplanter~aybecone~c~frarn
the cheap andmme comon alloy steels that are easLly faged ad.
ll33ChiIl0d. The amunt of cwling used in this amJ.yeis insures an
av~eb~e~erret~ein~rangewhereblradestr~is~-
fectedbythe  temperature of the turbine-blademetal.
The directheatloss  to the turbine coolant, thoughof con-
siderable absolute m-&de, is a m&I. percentage of the fuel horee-
powerandnethorsepucrfz  of thepowerplant. There is, however, one
possibiliiq of r&ucing this loss. The stitor blade8 3.n turbines are
not subjected to centiifq@, stiesses and could be made of ceramic
materiels, whichwouUre3quireno cooling. Because cooling of the
statorblades  hasbean~~~~accountins~dofass~tlheuse
of cemmic stators, the loseee presented are higher than those that
might be realized in practice.
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coolantp~~pow -At a given coola.ntflaS through each
krbine stage, the c~~'p~i~powarisalnaostproporfional~
the square of-the rot&We speed of the turbineandis  directly pro-
pOrtio~eOthenzllliberofstae;esInthetUrbine.  Thepm@ngpowerj
fora givencoolantflmis  therefore indepetientof  the power out-
put; hence, the percentage of the fuel horsepower expended in the
coolant pumging process decreases as the power output increases.
This Wend18 showninthe increase of the specific pumpingpower
withaltitudeinfigure  12. Over the entire range of flight con-
ditions for all the engines, the pmrgingpower vaxies fromamin-
Wum of 0.26 to 2.25 percent of the fuel horsepower. Again the
discontinuityinallthe  curvesatatemperatme of 25U0°Ris caused
by the change frm a two-s&e to a three-stage  turbine at that point.
Turbine-coolant heat exc&ng - The specific tutbine-coolant
heat-exchanger requirement is shsin figure 13. Because the ratio
of the ppWer output to the cross-section&L air-flow axea is very high
for the liquid-cc&~,  high-tenrgerature, 6as-turbine  engLne, fora
given engine the frontal area of the turbine-coolaut heat-exchanger
core will be larger -lzhm the frontal area of the engine proper.Wh&
compared on the basils of square feet of front& area per net horse-
power, or pounds of heat-exchanger weight per net horsepower, however,
the turbine-coolant heat-exchanger requirement of the liquid-cooled
turbine is approximately 20 percent of that of contew Uquid-
cooled reciprocating engines of the sam power output. calcul&tiona
consistently show that the heat-exchanger core gives positive thrust
rather thandxagwhen operated at or near design flight speed, and
with cazefulductWg,  the heatexchangertillrecover a mall part
of the power lost to the cooling fluid.
The results of the cslculatiorus  indicate that with all the
losses incurred by liquid cooling deducted, a water-cooled turbine
turbine-propeller power plant desfgned for operation at a turbine-
inlet temperature of 3500° R, with a conrpr'eseor  pressure ratio of
27.6, and a sea-level statfc air flow of 55 pounds per second, would
@Ye a specific parer output of 506.0 horsepower per pound of com-
pressor air flow per second when operated.at a flight speed of
600 miles per hour at an altitude of 35,OGO feet. The equivalent
shaft thermal efficiency and specific fuel conmmption would be
48.2 percent and 0.283 pound per equivalent shaft horsepmr-hour,
respectively. The specific heat loss to the ccolixy~  fluid..wmld
be 0.0655 horsegmer per fuel horkepowerj .the specific coolant
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pm&ping power would be 0.00989 horsepower per fuel horsewwer,
and the in@slled specific weight, based OR the take-off horse-
power (flight speed, 200 mph) at sea level, would be 0.5964 pound
per horsepower. The weight of heat exchanger, plur&ing, attendant
coolant, propellers, and their associated reductiongearing is
included in the specific-weight estimate.
The iqprovement in performance ilzdicated by these calculations
is the result only of the use of high turbine-inlet temperature oper-
ation made possible through liqufd cooling, in conjunction with
appropriate pressure ratios. Its realization is dependent only upon
successful solution of the problems incident to circulating the cool-
ant through the turbine blading aud plmibing system, and the devel-
opmsn? of compressors  combining high pressure ratios with good effi-
ciencies. The performance ie calculated for current turbine materials
and is capable of attainment with most of the cheaper and smre common
alloy steels that sre easily forged and machined by cormon shop
methds end production techniques.
These predicted values of the performance of liquid-cooled
turbine-propeller pawer plants me consemative. 5 estimte of
the heat loss to the cooling fluid is particularly couservative
because to facilitate its calculation the total temperature of the
gas stream rather than the effective gas temperature is used in the
calculation of the heat-transfer lmupe~ture difference thereby over-
estimating the heat loss. The insulating effect of boundary layer
on the turbine blades in also neglected in the heat-loss calculation.
The boundary-layer phenomenon is of considerable importance in reduc-
ing both the heat loss and the average blade temperature by shielding
the turbine blades from direct contact with the hot gas of the free
stream. 5 weight estimate is also believed to be conservative
because in selecting the principal power-plant auxiliaries, those
whose weights fell in the heavier range of their respective classes
were generally taken. In all cases the perfomuce and physical
characteristics of the paver-plant auxilimies are of components
already developed end currently in production.
SUMMARY OF FtEsTIGTs
From an analytical investigation of the perfornrance  of six
turbine-propeller power plants having:+,urbines equipped with water-
cooled blades and designed to operate at turbine-inlet temperatures
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of 2000*, 2500*, 3000*, 3500*, 4WO*, and 4500* R, respectively,
the following results were obkined : *
l.Atthedesignspeedandaltitude of 6OOmileeperhourard
35,ooo fee-t, reI3pectively,  the net specific equlv?!LleIlt f3hESt horee-
i)ower iacreased rtlznost lizm5rl.y with the fzlnwne-inlet  tqmture
frcml84.6  to775homepmer  perpoundof compressarairflowper
eecormflaft the turbine-inl.etfieqpraturewEte  increaaedfrom2000°
to4500°R.
2. At %he arune conditicms and mar the sam -hmbine-Inlet-
tiaqerature range, the over& effioiency, baaed cm the net
equivalent ahaf'fharsepower,  Increaeedfrom43 ti 52 pementae
the specB'icfuelconauqptiond- sed from 0.314 to 0.264 pound
per equIvalent8h8fthmsepmer-hour..  Althoughthenet8peclfio
eq.ulvalent  ah&t horsepmrer increased a&o& ILlnearly tith the
turbine-inletkmpemture, therewaslitKLe&ntiefficlency
or decrease in apeotiic fuel consumpticm at ang operating condi-
tionaboveaturbine-inletteqeratureof3500  R.
3. !Che installed specific weight, based on the sea-level take-
off hors~~rdecreasedfrom0.8084parndparequivalantsbaft
horsepowwforthe englnedesigmdto  oparcateata turbine-inlet
fmqmrature of 2000* Rto 0.5386paundper  equivalent ahaf'thorse-
pmerfor the anginedesignedto operateat4SO0°R.Fm  eachm@ne,
the specificw&ghtincreased steadIlytithalt~tudea3ilalmmt  *
doubled ite sea-level value at 35,000 feet.
4,Iheheertlo~s to the coolingfluztdwas the largestsin@;le
loss incurred in the coolAng proce68. In a given engine thhl loss
Bsried8U~tlytithop~tlngcondltlon3.  Overtheentirerange
ofopez&ingconditionsfmwhIchperpomm ce calculation6  wfme
tie, the pwer lo& to the cooling fluid in cooling the turbine
bladesvariedfromam&xLmm of 5.8 ix a mximmn of 6.5 percent
of the fuel horsepmw  in the englnedesigned  for a turbine-inlet
-&mpmtureof 2000* R. Intheenglne deslgnedfora turbine-inlet
temperatureof4500*R,fhiavariation~e~alllinimumof  6.8
toanraxSlnmrof  8.8percentof the fuel homepower. The increaee
in the specifio heat lose in these two cases W&B due erMrely to
the increase inheat-transfer area result~fYomt&e differance
2h the number of turbine stagea (ix8 in the mgine designed for
a turbine-inlet temperature of 2000 ,Rd three fnthe en@nedeeigned
to opera.teafa turbine-inlettmrpmture af4SOO'R). Wlthaflxed
number of turbine s%ges, the epecificheatloss decreasedtiththe
turbine-fnlet~erature.
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5. !Phe turbine-coolant heat-mlmnger-care frantale= reqpire-
mentof thewater-c~ledturbine-pro&U=  enginevariedfrom
0.4408qua~"efoot~lOOOta3re-offeq~~~shaft;harseparerfor
the 2OOO*Rengine to 0.3880 eqyre footper t&e-off equivalent
eha9thorsepowerforfhe4500°Re@ne.
6. Thepunrpingpmerrequdred~cfrculatethecoolantwas
ne&ligible and it never exceeded 2.25 pment of the fuelhorsepmer
in any of me engines.
7. For the particular case of the engine designed ti%h a corn-
pressor pressure ratio of 27.6 to opmte at a turbine-inlet tm-
p~ture093500*R,~efo~awingperformasce, whuh takes full
consideration of aU. the losses incurred by the cooling processa
was obixlned at a flight speed of 600 miles per hour at an altitude
of 35,000 feet.
(a) Net specific output, 506.0 equivalent shaft horsepower
per pound of coqressar air flow per second
(b) Brake thermal efficiency, 48.2 percent
(c~~)EW&k~o~~~Ficic~  cowtion, 0.283pound per equivalex$
(dj Ihrjta3ld 8peci.f~~  weight at 8ea level ticluding heat
exc~ers and propeU.&, 0.5964 pound per horsepower
(c)Specific  heat loss to-turbine coolantinomlingturbine
blades,0.0655 hcrrsepowm per fuel horsepow=
(f) Specific coolant pumging power, 0.00989 horsepower per fuel
horsepower
~ef~~ngg~conclusio~lnaybe~~~the  study
of the e~ectofwatar-co6led~bineblades ontheperformnce of
turbine-propeller power plants;
l.Theimzprm~ingas-turbinepsrformnce obtained by operat-
ing at the high turbine-met temperatures possible through Squid
cooling is not vitiated by the losses in.curred in the cooling process
if the proper Ip'easum m.tios associated with those hfgh turbine-
inlet -temperatures are used.
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2. Full utilfzation of the high operational turbine-inlet tem-
peratures made possible by liquid cooling demands an increase in
ocmpressor and turbine pressure ratios from the present values of
4 to 8 to a mnge frm 30 to 40.
3. The required turbine-coolant heat-exchanger capacity and eize
for the liquid-cooled  turbine engine is approximately 20 percent
ofthatofa liquid-cooledreciprocating  wine of equalratedpowe.
4. Successful application 09 liquid cool- to thelbLadIng of
gas turbines willpemIthi.gh-temperature turbine  blades,wheels,
Euad other parts erpoEled to the ccmbustim  process and products to be
constructedeIltirelyfromc~ alloy steels such as SAE nickel,
chromium, molybdenum, chrome-nickel, and chrome-molybdenum series.
Flight Propulsion Research Laboratory,
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics,
Cleveland, Ohio.
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IT it is assumed that there is no pressure loss between the
compressor outlet and the- turbine inlet and that the adiabatic vts
for the compression azld e-ion procosees are the same# 9tis pos-
sible to derd.ve a simple relation between the compressor presfnure
ratio for best power a&l the ratio of maximum cyole temperature to
compressor-fnlet temperature.
The net pwer Crp the caupressor and turbine ocmb~nation per goand
of air is
Jt-Jc =
rr it is &Sd that
it follcYwa thRt
Jt-Jc = *{,P3[ -(if?] - $ [(z-i - 1-1
= l&$.Jm.t%,c ;[I - ($+pFjqf$? - ]]
Whenthe~~t-haabmsmberIsdFfPerentiatedorIthreapectto  PJPl and the
darivatim 18 set equal to zero, there le obtained
am =,m,T:sog [m,tb,c 2 [ - +ii($]- [F(z j $11 = oa( Jt-Jd
solving we equation for PZ/Pl yldds
E
ii
is:
1
0
. c
For the turbine-propeller englm, P&j/P1 is usually aUghtJyJ.eas VmLmltyanafor
all computational purposes in thie report it ie arb1kzIJ.y kept equal to 0.9. In
addition, the polytmplo exponent a,wiUbe eubstI+xllaa for 7. WIththese valuea,
the c~esarpreesure ratio forbestpowerbecmms
, .
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2 The use of the methods developed in the analysis section is iUustr&ixd
in a sample comguixtfon for the 35ooO R engine operating at a flight
speed  of 603 miles per hour at en altitude of 35,ooO feet.
Design Operating Conditions apd Date,
Inorderto insure& cormon basis for cwing the results, the
following quantities are kept constant over the entire scope of the
analysis :
Ratio of specific heats for cojHpression,  yc . . l .
R&tio of specific heats for expmslon, yt . . . . .
Polytxopic exponent of ccapreasfon, nc . . . . . .
Polytiopic exponent of expmsion, nt . . . . . . .
Mech&nicel efficiency of compressor, qrn c . . . . .
M3chfmical efficiency of turbine, qm,t' . . . . . .
Exb4ust-noz+e coefficient, K . . . . . . . . . .
Air weight flow at sea-level.etatic  pressure
M&, lb/m . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Turbine coolant pumgw efficiency, q . '. . . . .
Coolfng water flow per stag+ Ma, lb set . . . . .P
Turbine-coolant, heat-exchanger ernd compressor-
inlet pressure-recovery efficiency. . . . . . . .
He&tingv&lue of fuel,Btu/lb . . . . . . . . . . .
Right-section perimeter of turbine bl&de, Qb, ft .
Propeller efffciency ui3ed to calculate equivalant
sh8f-I; horsepower of turbine-coolant he&t-exch&nger
andjetthrust,qP  . . . . . . . . ..---..
. . . . 1.376
. . . . 1.220
. . . . 1.430
. . . . 1.200
. . . . 0.985
. . . . 0.965
. . . . 0.970
. . . . 55
. . . . 0.900
. l . . 12.640
. . . Perfect
. . l 18,700
. . . 0.2514
. . . 0.85
The following variables are dependent on the *light conditions
and therefore app4 only to the example given:
A l t i t u d e ,  f-b . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 35,000
Flight speed Vo, mph .. o. ...............
Ambienttemer&ture,  To, R . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 394.35
Anibient pressure, pO, lb/sq ft . . . . . . . . . . . . . 498
Work of Compressor and Turbine Ccmbination
At statlon 1 (fig.21 in the diffuser, the rantpressure is @Ten
by equation (W) Ehld with the value of y of 1.401 taken from refer-
ence 5
36
p1 = PO (
“/O
1 + TO
- 1 vo2 1 r0-l2 yogRoTo
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1.4010.401
= 498 (o.401)(880)22 x 32.2 X 1.401X 53.33 X 394.361
= 85OpouTlds  per square foot
The teI@erature of the diffused air (equation (22)) is
Tl = to + (%2;1; v.
0 0
= 394.35 + (0.4xOl)(880)22 x 32.2 x 53.33 x 1.401
= 458.6' R
The compressor pressure ratio is computed from the relation
between compressor pressure ratio and engine temperature ratio derived
in appendix A and is
= 0.949 0.985 x 0.985 x 3500458.6
= 27.64
The engine fromwhich  the basic data for the report are taken
has a sea-level static air flow of 55 pounds per second. With a
L
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given engine, there is no change in its characteristic physical
dimsnsions: The g&a constant R, is a constant al80 and the n&n-
dimensional weight-flow paramter Ma/gn24G reduces to
The corrected air Plow is obtained cy equating the non-
weight-flow pammeter at sea-level static performance
conditions to its value at the inlet ccmdftions  at altitude. There-
fore
- (:-)AfY!ym
%,A = t3=oA
= 0.5915 85o
2j458.6
i
= 23.48 pounds per second
By equation (3) the power &bsorbed in the compressor is
WC = ?
=1.376 x 52.3594 x 458.6
0.985 x 0.376
= 6525 horsepower
Equation (24) gives for the compressor-outlet temperature
.
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n,-1 0.43
nC 1.43
T2 - Tl = 458.6 x 27.64
=1245'R
The temperature rise from compressor outlet to turbine inlet
is 2255' F and the fuel-air ratio required to attain this temperature
is 0.03945 (reference 13).
From equation (25) the turbine-inlet pressure is
p3 = 0.98 P2 = 0.98 X 27.64 X Pl
and
= 27.09 P1
p4 = 0.9 P1
By use of equation (2) the power developed in the turbine is found
to be
0.985 x 1.22 x 53.56 x 3500= 0.22 F x 1.03945
= 19,650 horseparer.
Power Losses
l r l.
6
.-
.
.
Heat loss to cooling fltid. - From reference 4 the combustion-
gas-to-blade heat-transfer coefficient h is 217 Btu per hour per
square foot per oF. This value is for %e sea-level static air
weight flow of 55 pounds per second. The corrected heat-transfer
coefficient (equation (13)) is
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=(gg2fa8 x 0.0433 217
0.8
(OEOJ x 0.0578
= 104 Btu'per hour per square foot per 9
The nondImensiona cooling coefficient, given by equation (12) is
= 1
1 + 104 x 0.2514
0.1310x 2370
= 0. 9215
The heat-transfer area per u.n%t length of the turbine expansion path
'&, is 37.25 square feet per foot and the average temperature of
the coolant liquid flowing in the blade coolfng passage Tz is 200° F.
There are three stages in the turbine and the right-section perimeter
of a turbine blade is 0.2514 foot. Application of equations (8) and
(9) at the turbine inlet and the junction of the first and second
stages ylelda the follcwing equation and value of a:
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a%
nt'lllog 8 = - --% 2 log10
0.98 P2
0.9 PI
nt-1 0.98 P2
a=-
ntz$blog ' log 0.9 P1
0.2 0.98 x 27.64= -
1.2 x 3 x 0.2514 x 0.434294
log
0.90
= - 0.75169
When the precedfng values are substituted. into equation (141, the
power loss to the cooling fluid is
hpz = 778
1.98 X lo6
= 778 x 0.9215 x 104 X 37.25
1.98 x 10
-(659.6 X 3 x
= 2126.61 horsepower
The temperature drop due to the direct heat loss is
550ATz = - h%778 cp13h&(1 + f/a>
550 x 2126.61= = 9
778 x 0.28715 211.80x 23.48 x 1.03945
.
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loom equation (26) and reference 8, the uncorrected enthalpy
iS
=4 = =l + fao + Mrf - AHt = 14.044 + 207.62 + 570 - 592
= 199.664 Btu per pound
When the uncorrected turbine-outlet temperature T4 of 1991.80° R
(reference 14) is decreased by the temgerature  drop caused by cooling,
the actual turbine-outlet temperature is found to be 1780° R.
From equation (4), the exit velocity of the jet from the exhaust
nozzle is
vj = KJ2iy30m [ 1 &7
= 0.97 2 x 32 21.2 X 53.56 X 1780*
0.2
= 1545 feet per second
And by equation (5) the thrust horsepower of the exhaust jet is
hpj = l;$&p[(l+:)Tj -vcJ
= 880 x 23.48
(lJ700)(0.85) (
1.03495 x 1545 - 4 = 996 horsepower
Coolant pumping power. - The turbine fn this instance'has  three
stages; thus with the aid of equations (18) and (19) and reference 10
the coolantpumpingpoweris
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hpp = 1.012 -nr6v6)k - vp2)+ hp 4
= 1.01X 3c5506;4;2.2 c("""," q- ij [1 - (oW2] + 0.43651
= 242.29 horsepower
Aerodynamic drag of turbine-coolant heat-exchanger core. - From
information supplied by the krrison Radiator Corporation, a heat
exchanger of sufficient size to prov$de adequate cooling at 200 miles
per hour at sea level wae selected. For the case under consideration,
the following values occur:
Heat-dissipationrate,  Btu/min. . . . . . . . . . . . 170,413.61
Temperature of coolantenteringheatexchanger  oF . . . . l . 250
Initial turbine-coolant heat-exchanger tamperature
difference, oF . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 183.43
Whenanair f'lowof500potznde perminute auda coolantflmof l30 e;al-
ions per minute are used, the heat-dissipation rate is 6600 Btu
per 100° F initial temperature difference per square foot of core
frontal area, and the required turbine-coolant heat-exchanger-core
frontal area is 13.59 square feet.
At a flight speed of 600 miles per hour at an altitude of
35,000 feet, the heat-dissipation rate of the engine is
90,203.25 Btu per minute, amI the inftial turbine-coolant heat-
exchanger temperature difference is 208.6 oF. Dividing the engine
heat-dissipation rate by the product of the core frontal area a&
l/100 of the initial turbine-coolant heat-exchanger temperature dif-
ference gives a chart value heat-tzansfer rate of 3182.31 Btu per
minute per square foot (test sectian) of core frontal area per 100°
initial temperature difference. Fromthe Infonaationobtafnedfrom
the Earrfscm Radiator Corporation, the required air flow is 187.5 pouTlas
per minute. The chart value of the required cooliug-airpreesure
drop is 2.58 inches of water, which must be divided by the altitude
density ratio 0 togetacormctedvalueof
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2.85 2.85bPh=T= 0.3098
= 9.2 inches of water
which correspods to 47.83 pounds per square foot.
From equation (211, the pressure at the front face of the turbine-
coolant heat-exchanger core $8 found tc be 850 pounds per square foot.
At the outlet face of the core, the pressure is
P2,h = Pl - Aph = 850 - 47.83
= 802.17 pound8 per square foot
The exit temperature of the cooling air from the turbine-coolant
heat-exchanger core ie
T2,h =T1+3600C
& = 458.6 + 99203.25
p,2,h"a ,h
13.588 x 0.2401 x 187.5
= 605.25 ='I?
From equation (41, with appropriate value6 of nO and + from
reference 6, the exit velocity of the cooline; air from the turbine-
coolant heat-exchanger-duct nozzle is
.
= 0.97 x 53.33 x 605.250.401
= 933.5 feet per second
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Equation (5) with f/a set equal to 0 and Ma h substituted
for M, permits the calculation of the thrust horseher of the
turbine-coolant heat-exchanger core. With appropriate  substitutions
for the case under consideration, the duct thrust horsepower is
hPh vO(v3,h- vO)Ma 880(933.5 -= h= 880) 187.5 x 13.588
17,700 ljP s 17,700 x 0.85 x 60
= 128.8 horsepower
Engine-Weight Analysis
lbglne shell-castinp: weight. - The thictiess of the equivalent
steel shell is
85 tp2,L - p2,u) d = (27.64 - 4.5) 3170 X 21144x SC)000 l44x8qOMI
= 0.1337 inch
and by use of equation (20), the weight of the equivalent steel
shell is found to be
we =
=
@,L
4 x 1728 28 (2d
204.64 pounds
+ 28) = x t :"t7g8" 2 X 0.1337 x 42.267
Weight of turbine. - The weight of a complete turbine stage
Including rotor dish, bladea, arid nozzle diaphrae is assessed at
204 pounds. There are three such stages and the weight of the
turbine is 612 pounds.
Weight of compressor. - From the section of the report entitled
"AIULBISI', the weight of the compressor is
.
F!m
.
WC = 2.8 x 612 = 1713.60 pounds
.2P
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coolant puMp weight. - This weight is aesessed at 30 pounde.
Eugine-coolant heat-em-r weight. - The weight of a suitable
ad fInalumMumradiatorand  its attendant coolElnt ia 20.9 pounds
per cubic foot. An allowance of 25 percent of the heat-exchanger
and its coolant weight i~ lllade for the plmibing, & the weight of
the turbine-coolant heat-exchanger installation is
wh = 1.25 (turbine-coolant heat-exchanger and coolant weight)
= 1.25 x 20.9 x 13.568 = 354.99 pounds
Weight of propeller-reduction gee38. - By the derivation given
in"JUUIXSB* this weight is
wr = 0.05 x 29799.4 = 1489.97 pounds
Weight of propellers. - By the relations developed in rtANALYSIS,
the weight of the propeller8 is estimated at
wP = 0.0302 x 29799.4 = 8999.42
The weights of the principal en&ne components  are tabulated
as follows:
Weight
Component (lb)
mine &eUcasting . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 204.64
Turbine-coolant heat exchanger, plumbing and coolant . . . 354.99
!I'urbine(three stages) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 612.00
Compressor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 17X3.60
c o o l a n t p u m p . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30.00
Propeller reduction gear unit . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1489.97
Propellere .*..................
Basic en@newG&. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
8999.42
ll74.00
Cross weight 14,578.62
Specific Perforrmence Values
Specific power output. - Ram equation (1) the net propulsive
horsepower of the power plant ia
.
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bnet = hpt - WC - hpa - hpp + hp 3 - hpR -
.
= 13650 - 6525 - 2126.61 - 242.29 + 996.0 + 128.8
= 11,8@.9 horsepower
The specific power output Is
F!03
h&let11,880.g_
Ma 23.48
= 506.0 horseparer  per pound of cmseor air flow per second
Specific weight. - The specific weight is
W-+E!&.
h%et I l
= 1.227 pods per net equivalent shaft horsepower
Specific fuel consLmptMI. - The specific fuel consumption is
f =
f/a M, 36C0= 0.03945 x 23.48 x 3600
hpnet
l&880.9
= 0.2807 pound per brake horsepower-hour
Power-plant brake thermal eff'iciencar_. - The brake thermal effi-
ciency of the power plant is
hPn*t. h*nettl,=hp=
f
f/a (%j(SO x 14700 x 778)
3WO
33,000 x 1lp3o.9
= 0.03945 x 23.48 x 60 x 14700 x 778
= 0.485 = 48.5 percent
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Specific Power Loseee
Specific heat loss. - The specific heat loss la
hp2
hpf=
=
=
2126.61
0.03945 x 23.48 x 60 x l&700 x 9778
33poo
0.08679
8.679 percent of the fuel horsepower
Specific pumping power. - The specific pumping power is
242.29
0.03945 x 23.48 x 60 x 18j700 x 778
3m
P 0.0098S9 D 0.9889 percent of the fuel horsepower
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Figurd  2.- Schematic diagmn of engine and heat exchanger
for mltistage-turbine turbine-propsller engine with
water-cooled turbine blades.
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Figure 3. - Chamcterist ic tempemtum-entrooy and pressum-
volume diagrams for thermodynamic  cycle of multistage-turbine
turbine-propeller engine with water-cooled  turbine blades.
(Mumbern  refer to stations.)
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Figure 4. - Comparison of experimental and ideal relations  between calcu-
lated total gas temqmratum  and turbine expansion-path length for multi-
stage-turbine turbine-propeller engine with water-cooled turbine blades.
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Figure 5. - Sketch of coolant circulation system for multistage-
turbine turbine-propeller engine with mater-cooled turbine
blades.
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Figure 6. - Variation of net specific equivalent shaft horse-
power with turbine-inlet temperature flight speed, and
altitude for mu t tistage-turbine turbine-propel ler engine
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Figure 7. - Variation of percentage of sea-level power with altitude for multiatage-
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Figure IO. - Variation of specific weight with turbine-inlet temperature,
flight speed, and altitude for multistage-turbine turbine-propeller
engine with water-cooled turbine blades.
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Figure IO. - Continued. Variation of specific weight with turbine-inlet
temperature, flight speed, and altitude for multistage-turbine  turbine-
propeller engine with water-cmled turbine blades.
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Figure IO. - Conch uded. Variation of spyxific  weight with turbtne-inlet
temperature, fl ight speed, and altitude for multistage-turbine turbine-
propeller engine with water-cooled turbine blades.
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F i g u r e  II. - Variation of specific heat toss with turbine-inlet temperature,
fli ht speed, and altitude for multistage-turbine turbine-propeller engine
w i ti! water-cooled turbine blades.
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Figure I I. - Continued. Variaiion of specific heat loss with turbine-
inlet temperature, flight speed, and altitude for multistagtturbine
turbine-propeller engine with water-cooled turbine blades.
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Figure 12. - Variation of specific coolant punpIng paver wtth turbine-
inlet.tempemtum,  f l ight  speed,  and al t i tude for  multistag~~turbine
turbine-propeller engine with water-cooled turbine blades.
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Figure 12. - Continued. Variation of specific coolant ptmping power
with turbine- inlet  temperature,  f l ight  speed,  artd al t i tude for  mlti-
stage-turbine turbinqropeller  engine with water-cooled turbine blades.
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Figure 12. - Concluded. Variation of specific coolant punping power with
turbine-inlet temperature, fl ight speed, and altitude for mu1 tistage-
turbine turbine-propeller engine with water-cooled turbine blades.
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Figure 13. - Variation of specific frontal-area requirement far heat-ex-
changer core in multistage-turbine turbine-propeller engine with water-
cooled turbine blades.
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